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Was it Really a Good Sales Call?

June, 2016
The Challenge:
How to take the guesswork out of knowing if it was good.
The Situation:
We have often overheard the conversation which goes as follows:
Sales Manager: "Margaret, how did the sales call go?"
Margaret: "I think it went OK."
Sales Manager: "Tell me what happened."

Margaret: "The call lasted about 30 minutes, we talked over coffee and the prospect
was very nice."
Sales Manager: "I see. So tell me, Margaret, what's going to happen next?"
Margaret: "He said he would think about our proposal and kick-it around."
Sales Manager: "What is the follow-up plan?"
Margaret: "I hope they call me and if I don't hear anything, I will follow up in about 2
weeks, OK?"

Returning from a sales call and telling the Sales Manager how good it was and then
nothing happens is very common. We call it HOPA, HOPA; wishful thinking on the
part of the sales rep. And of course two weeks later when nothing happens,
Margaret has no idea why the prospect never called back.
So what does it mean to have a really good sales call? It does not mean the
meeting was long or the prospect did all the talking and nodded and seemed to be
interested.
The surefire way to guarantee a "good call" is to follow our Call Plan methodology
known as the 3A's ( Actions, Attitudes, Answers). For example, does the sales rep:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Know the expectations of the prospect and what their needs are?
Know how success will be measured by the prospect?
Understand the decision criteria, funding requirements and the timing?
Know why the prospect will choose you over another vendor?
Have a clear follow-up assignment for the prospect to do? (For example,
schedule the next meeting, call a reference, attend a demo, etc.)

Summary:
Good sales calls aren't subjective based on feelings, they all must result in
confirmation of a commitment to action by the prospect throughout the sales cycle.
Remember, no HOWDY calls!

Next Steps:
For a complimentary copy of the KappaEast Call Planning template, please e-mail
your request to us at kappainfo@kappaeast.com.
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